We report that models of electroweak supersymmetry with gaugino mass unification and sequestered scalar masses can still produce viable spectra, as long as we include a set of nonstandard supersymmetry breaking terms, which are trilinear in scalars like the A-terms, but are non-holomorphic in visible sector fields unlike the A-terms. These terms impart a subtle feature to one loop renormalisation group equations of soft supersymmetry breaking terms, indirectly sourcing flavor universal contributions to all scalar masses. These new contributions can even dominate over radiative corrections form bino, and help raise right handed sleptons above bino, while leaving a tell-tale signature in the spectrum. The complete absence of any genuine hint of new physics from the LHC, as well as null results in various direct and indirect searches for dark matter have put severe constraints on all models of electroweak (EW) supersymmetry. Probably nowhere is this stress more visible than in models characterized by zero scalar masses at a high scale. Often using "locality" in set-ups with extra dimensions [1, 2], or lattices of gauge groups connected by link fields [3, 4] , or even strong and nearly conformal dynamics of the hidden sector [5] [6] [7] , these models sequester scalar masses at the input scale (say Λ int ), thereby ensuring that flavor universal gaugino mediation remains the sole source of scaler masses at infrared (IR). These elegant solutions to the flavor problem in supersymmetry [8] can also solve the µ-B µ problem [5] , and provide a unique perspective to the fine-tuning problem [7] , where dynamics brings in large cancellations in Higgs mass matrix, while at the same time, accommodating gaugino mass unification. Naturally, these models provide examples of scenarios with maximum predictability [7] , and not surprisingly, seem to be on the verge of being ruled out from cosmological considerations alone. The seed of this non-trivial claim lies in the fact that right handed (RH) sleptons, which only receive bino mediated contributions, are typically the lightest supersymmetric particles (LSPs) in these scenarios. Consider, for example, the ratiom 2
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wherem 2 E is the usual soft-squared mass for RH-sleptons, M 1 is the bino mass, b 1 is the hypercharge beta function and t int is log (Λ int /µ IR ). The R.H.S. of Eq. (1) is always less than one as long as Λ int 4 × 10 18 GeV. For any realistic spectra, therefore, bino is considerably heavier than RH-sleptons, and does not play any role in determining the nature of LSP. This immediately rules out the possibility of having a well-tempered neutralino to give thermal relic as cold dark matter [9] . The pure neutral wino or a Higgsino can give rise to the right relic for masses ∼ 2.6 TeV or ∼ 1 TeV respectively [10] . However, given that Fermi-LAT and HESS puts severe constraints on wino dark matter [11, 12] , higgsino seems to be the only safe candidate for a LSP.
Unfortunately, if one takes into account details for sequestering, which dictates that Λ int is of the order of the scale of supersymmetry breaking ( i.e., 10 10 -10 11 GeV) [13] , even the TeV scale for LSP seems problematic. Form
2 , one needs M 1 2 TeV at the EW scale. The further requirement of gaugino mass unification (i.e., M 3 /g
forces gluinos to be much heavier (∼ 10 TeV). Obtaining electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB) for such heavy gluinos while keeping µ at 1 TeV is virtually impossible.
The last remaining option is to have gravitino as the LSP. However, scenarios with a thermalized gravitino are riddled with issues. For example, the overabundance forces a gravitino mass bound m 3/2 1 keV [14] , whereas constraints from large scale formation or the TremaineGunn bound require m 3/2 > 0.4 keV [15] . Note that such light m 3/2 arises when Λ int 10 8 -10 9 GeV. In this case, Eq. (1) predicts M 1 3 ×m E 1.3 TeV, where we usem E 450 GeV -the LHC bound on stable massive charged particles [16, 17] , since RH-sleptons with these parameters are expected to be collider stable. Gravitino production through freeze out can also yield the right relic [18] , but BBN constraints give an upper bound on the gravitino mass to be at or around 10 GeV [19] . These considerations become even more difficult if hidden sector interactions are taken into account, which enhance gravitino mass w.r.t. other superpartners because of renormalization [5, 6] . In this work we do not consider the possibility of gravitino as the candidate of dark matter Since ξ does not renormalize at one loop, one immediately obtains the RGE for S in a familiar form
The S-RGE in the presence of hidden sector couplings can be similarly calculated by noting that m
mess , where D,D are superderivatives, R is the real operator, and Λ mess is the scale of messengers. The shift in V Y in this case, is proportional to D 2D2 R/Λ 2 mess . The resultant FI-term generated is characterized by an operator, which runs because of anomalous dimension of R (say, γ) that also sequesters scalar masses.
Summarizing, in scalar sequestering S is predicted to be zero at Λ int and it remains zero even at the IR. However, the arguments presented above break down, if the set of supersymmetry breaking operators is expanded to include the C-terms given by
The simplest way to understand this result involves analytically continuing to superspace, where the C-terms arise from supersymmetric operators containing, for example, H † d exp (V Y /2) QU . The factor exp (V Y /2), the presence of which is demanded by gauge invariance 2 , is not invariant under the shift in Eq. (3). Therefore, in the presence of C-terms, a theory with a non-zero S is no longer equivalent to a theory with a nonzero ξ.
Consequently, we expect the S-RGE to turn inhomogeneous even at one loop, with C-terms acting as sources. This can be demonstrated diagrammatically [23, 24] . Before proceeding, also note that we take these trilinear terms to be proportional to Yukawa couplings (same as the A-terms) in the spirit of minimal flavor violation [25] . Therefore, as long as we only consider the third generation Yukawa couplings (namely, )y t , y b and y τ ), RGEs of the first two generations remain unaffected. The extra contributions to the RGEs because of the C-terms are given as
where
2 We have suppressed weak gauge superfield in the exponent for simplicity.
and κ is a matrix of numbers given as
To solve these we also need RGEs for the C-terms:
where,
and ω = 3y
The running of gaugino masses, A-terms and the µ-term remain unaltered and can be found in for example [26] .
Finally, using the definition in Eq. (2), we derive the S-RGE from Eq. (8) to be
As expected, we find inhomogeneous pieces in the RGE. This suggests that, contrary to common wisdom, S-term can be generated because of radiative corrections alone as long as C-terms are present at Λ int . A non-zero S contributes flavor universally to all scalars proportional to their hypercharges, and can potentially lift RH-sleptons above bino. In order to get the main message through, we first solve the RGEs neglecting y b , y τ , g 2 and M 1 for simplicity. The key equations to consider are:
We find an approximate analytical solution form
Using G 1 < 1 and YG 8/3b3 3 < 1 (valid in our regions of interest), we find that the input conditions for ξ t should be negative in order to give positive definitem
2 is needed at Λ int = 10 11 GeV to generate am 2 E ≈ (100 GeV)
2 at µ IR = 1 TeV.
To be specific, we check the viability of our proposal in the context of scalar sequestering [7] , an elegant version of conformal sequestering [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] . This model is characterized by a zero S at Λ int , which remains the same at IR. To generate S from running, we extend the set of operators to include non-zero C-terms at Λ int . The full set of initial condition at Λ int is specified as
The number of free parameters can be reduced further, if one assumes gaugino mass unification. The physics of RH slepton masses in the first two generations (namely, In the left plot we numerically solve the full set of RGEs (neglecting M 1 ) and show the variation of first two generation slepton masses with the initial condition |ξ t |/y t , for different values of Λ int . In the right panel we show the variation of the fractional splitting, namely ∆ with tan β, keeping all other conditions unaltered. Not surprisingly, we find splitting to increase with tan β.
Even though using a large C t at Λ int one can make RHsleptons substantially heavier than bino (the LSP), cases where these states are nearly degenerate have many advantages. As mentioned before, these spectra allow for a LSP with the correct thermal relic because of binoslepton coannihilation [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] . As long as the mass difference of bino and the RH sleptons is of the order of the freezeout temperature T F , all these states are thermally accessible and are nearly as abundant. Considering T F ∼ M 1 /25 one finds that coannihilation is active as long as (m E − M 1 ) /M 1 ∼ 0.05 [33] . The relic, however, also depends on M 1 , and overabundance assuming standard cosmology, imposes a constraint M 1 ∼m E < 400 GeV. Additionally, in the limit of small tan β, RH-stau is almost degenerate with other RH-sleptons. Consequently, the scale M 1 ∼m E can be as low as ∼ 100 GeV, since the compression among bino and RH-sleptons allows us to weaken collider bounds [38] [39] [40] .
Further difficulties arise if gauginos are assumed to be on the unification trajectory. Using previous bound on M 1 , we find that M 3 = (α 3 /α 1 ) M 1 5×400 GeV at the EW scale. This runs into issues from direct LHC bounds on gluinos [41, 42] . Moreover, since squark masses get sizable contributions only from gluino mediation, we find M 3 > 3 TeV from squark bounds. This issue is also raised in Ref. [43] , which found that a thermal relic with gauginos in the unification trajectory can not be reconciled even if one uses pseudo-fixed points as initial conditions instead of vanishing scalar masses.
Note, however, that this problem can be easily resolved when the reheating temperature T R is lower than T F . The crucial consideration is that the reheating mechanism, when entropy gets continuously injected due to the decay of inflaton/moduli fields, is not taken to be an instantaneous process. Expressed in terms of the Hubble parameter, the universe during reheating expands according to H ∝ T 4 , as opposed to T 2 in radiation dominated universe, or T 3/2 in matter dominated universe. The relic abundance (determined at T F ) naturally gets diluted due to the relatively faster expansion of the universe. Simply following the prescription as chalked out in Ref. [44] , one can start with a seemingly over-abundant thermal relic (i.e. a large M 1 ), and can still produce the right abundance today given the right T R . In Fig. 2 , we show the allowed region satisfying the relic density in red in the M 1 -T R plane. This patch corresponds to different values of the right slepton mass with the imposed constraint that 20 GeV ≤ (m E − M 1 ) ≤ 500 GeV. The region where T F > T R is shown in blue. The region where these two patches do not overlap is obviously excluded. We observe that even large masses for the LSPs are compatible, if the reheating temperature is small (i.e., in the GeV range).
As concrete evidence that the mechanism proposed here can result in viable spectra, we provide two benchmark points In Table I . One of these points additionally assumes gaugino mass unification (BP2). In order to calculate the spectra, we set Λ int = 10 11 GeV and
The red shaded region satisfies the relic density Ωh 2 = 0.11 [45] . The upper and lower boundaries correspond to boundaries in 20 GeV ≤ (mE − M1) ≤ 500 GeV. The blue shaded region refers to the condition where TF > TR. µ IR = 1 TeV. For calculating relic density and direct detection rates we use MicrOMEGAs5.0 [46] . In BP1, gaugino masses can be set independently, which allows us to have the LSP (and RH-sleptons) as light as 200 GeV. On the other hand, we need to invoke a low T F ∼ 10 GeV in BP2 to get the right thermal relic. In both the benchmarks, the direct detection cross-sections are below the existing bound of Ref. [47] . Note EW symmetry breaking (EWSB) is highly nontrivial given the boundary conditions in Eq. (17) . Unlike standard MSSM scenarios, µ and B µ are input conditions and can not be derived at the EW scale from the EWSB equalities. Both the benchmark points given in this work satisfy EWSB conditions. Even though References [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] that have explored phenomenological consequences of the C-term are aplenty, in this work we, for the first time, find its usage in building models of EW supersymmetry. These terms, if present, impart a subtle feature to the RGEs of soft supersymmetry breaking terms, which allows us to resurrect an elegant class of models. Generating these terms, though, is highly nontrivial. The model in Ref. [55] , which is shown to be equivalent to a theory with the C-terms [24] , provides one such example. Deriving the RGEs of these C-terms in the presence of arbitrary supersymmetry breaking dynamics, or to build models where C-terms can flow to nontrivial fixed points in the context of scalar sequestering, however, remain open questions, which we leave for future endeavor.
